NEW RESOURCES: journals, ebooks and databases

According to usage statistics and subscription proposals, a few changes are done every year. New subscriptions replace others that do not make sense to pay for anymore (lack of interest, usage drop). You will find below the new subscriptions accessible in 2015.

Print journals

**Bilan** [Tamedia], by-monthly „The Swiss reference for economics“

**PME Magazine** [Axel Springer Suisse]
Monthly magazine for all-level decision-makers

Ebooks

**FINANCIAL RATIOS FOR EXECUTIVES**

**Technology and Innovation for Social Change**

**Planning & Designing Effective Strates**

**The Basics of Financial Modeling**

**Business and economics collection 2015.**
289 new titles are expected this year!

Database [working papers]

“Founded in 1920, the National Bureau of Economic Research is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research organization dedicated to promoting a greater understanding of how the economy works”

**AT YOUR LIBRARY**

**Purchase or subscription suggestion, how to do?**

You would like to propose titles for subscription or acquisition? Have a database on trial? Do not hesitate to contact your liaison librarian.

Within your teaching activities, indicate us as soon as possible the specific resources that the students will need in order to make sure that they will be available at the beginning of the
semester. IS-Academia automatically informs us of the resources listed in the course book; we can then create a link with the online version or the print resource at the library.

**HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT…**

**Training for PHD students**

“STAY TUNED! Being up-to-date with your research topic” is a half-day seminar organized by the Library for PhD students. The next two sessions will take place on March 24 and 30. Program and registration available on our website: [http://library2.epfl.ch/de-la-recherche-a-la-publication](http://library2.epfl.ch/de-la-recherche-a-la-publication).

**Deposit your publications in Infoscience, the institutional repository at EPFL**

Infoscience is aimed at collecting EPFL scientific publications, enhancing their exploitability. Posting your papers, reports and other works in Infoscience increases their visibility through OA publication. Self-archiving in the institutional repository also enables compliance with FNS requirements.

The library helps you understand and manage your rights to self-archive your publications or the publication of your research unit. Further information on [publishers' policies](http://library2.epfl.ch/de-la-recherche-a-la-publication) is available online.

The library may assist you if

- you wish to publish a list of your works on your own web page or on the web site of your laboratory/research unit
- you wish to analyze the impact of your Infoscience published publications

Your liaison librarian is here to help and answer any questions you may have.

**CONTACTS**

**A CDM representative at the library commission**

Pr. Luisa LAMBERTINI is the CDM’s delegate at the Library Commission (COB) that brings together a representative from each School or College twice a year. This Commission also comprises representatives from the Library. According to the allocated budget, they discuss its fair distribution collectively.

**Your liaison librarian**

Caroline SALAMIN  
caroline.salamin@epfl.ch  
+41 21 69 39802  

Your specific contact for the services provided by the Library. The key person to understand and anticipate your needs. Do not hesitate to contact me for any question or suggestion.